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Subject: German companies helping to rebuild Russian-occupied Mariupol

Since the beginning of the Russian invasion, Mariupol has been an important target for Russian forces and was a symbol of Ukrainian resistance. After over two months of siege, tens of thousands of fatalities and the city’s nearly complete destruction, Mariupol is now under Russian occupation. Currently, the rebuilding of the city is playing a significant role in the Kremlin’s propaganda war.

However, this has not prevented German businesses from working for the Putin regime. Investigative journalists have come across evidence that construction companies Knauf and WKB Systems GmbH are actively helping to rebuild Mariupol. These companies’ logos can be seen on construction equipment and windows installed in new buildings in the photos and recordings obtained. Analysis of the companies’ activity reports also bears this out. WKB System’s main shareholder is Viktor Budarin, a Russian who has not been subjected to EU sanctions to this day. Knauf claims that it is complying with sanctions and that Russian-made products are only reaching the Russian market. In addition, Knauf’s official representative said to the media that the company had built a residential building for the Russian Ministry of Defence.

1. Is the Commission aware of the shocking facts relating to the aforementioned German companies’ involvement in rebuilding Mariupol?

2. Does the Commission not feel that supporting the Russian economy, including by fulfilling contracts for the Russian Ministry of Defence and profiteering on occupied Ukrainian territory, is a violation of the EU’s sanctions? Does the Commission not therefore agree that this issue requires urgent clarification and action from the German Government?
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1 https://www.ardmediathek.de/video/tagesschau24/monitor-recherche-deutsche-firmen-helfen-putin-beim[1]wiederaufbau-von[1]mariupol/tagesschau24/Y3JpZDovL3RhZ2Vzc2NoYXUuZGUvZjBkODNjM2QtZfI1M2QzZDJfNi00ZDRIjLTg1NTMtZjk2MzQxNTUxNjA0

2 https://www.tagesschau.de/investigativ/monitor/ukraine-mariupol-wiederaufbau-russland-100.html
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